


FIRES
"The Red Buffalo," as the First Peoples named these
amazing fires, once raced unhindered across North
America's plains. This phenomenon fed tall grass
prairie by releasing minerals and organic material
locked up in dead top growth, for use in the sprawl-
ing network of roots and organisms underground.
Subterranean activity, fueled by flames, led to the
formation of one of the richest deposits of topsoil on
the planet (up to 3 m deep), and the agricultural-
breadbasket that characterizes the plains today. Sadly,
however, economic development has led to environ-
mental destruction. Less than 2% of tall grass prairie
remains, representing one of the most severe and
rapid habitat losses in world history. Controlled burns
and plantings of native species are valuable elements
of rehabilitation. But unbridled fire, once a friend to
the plains, is now a foe. Please, play safely.

A raging prairie bushfir~.



TALL GRASS FLORA AND FAUNA
Flora and Fauna are like two women in a relation-
ship. They have had their ups and downs, but really
they are most vulnerable to damage from without.
Hunters, farmers, outdoor enthusiasts, and even
naturalists sometimes fail to recognize the union of
these two forces of Nature. Awareness is the first
step in combating this problem. As you go about
your busy day, consider the interdependence of all
living things. Ask yourself, "What is nature?" and.
"What is natural?". Conduct your own research.
Experiment. Experience. And be careful not to step
on the lesbians.

A 1o~rm committed lesbian couple. There were once
millions of these beautiful bison, free-ranging the plain.

OUT AND ABOUT
The Lesbian Ranger Corps is a fast growing and
dynamic force of professionals dedicated to lesbian
wildlife in all its forms. But we cannot do this valu-
able work alone. It is our hope that you, the general
public, will contribute in your own way. Whether
you live in a large urban centre or a small rural com-
munity, on a mountainside or the open plain,
remember that lesbianism is an essential part of any
healthy community. Wherever you go, practice the
Golden Rule of the Ranger:





LAND OF CONTRAST AND
EXCITEMENT

The fertile and fabulous prairies are often thought
to be bleak and dry, but nothing could be further
from the truth! The vast grasslands are fecund and
fun, replete with startling extremes and contrasts.
Temperatures range from +40 to -40 C, and floods
compete with droughts for drama. Insect plagues
and howling blizzards fill the varied landscape,
known for its shocking flatness. Glassy lakes, fetid.
swamps, arid deserts, and flowered plain: the prairie
has it all! Whether you seek adventure in the wet
wilds or the peaceful undulation of windswept
grasses, there is truly something for everyone here,
in the homo heart of the continent.

Ran~r Dempsey surveys the dama~ after Manitoba's
'Flaod of The Century'.

FWODS
Every spring, the prairie and its sprawling water-
shed begins its seasonal thaw. Icy tributaries
tremble and crack, pushing great floes toward
rushing waterways. Snow softens, drips, and finally
gushes over embankments. Unimpeded by man-
made cities and towns, rivers swell until even sturdy
dykes are helpless against the water's rise. Despite
inconvenience, and millions of dollars worth of
property damage, this flood basin is simply fulfill-
ing its natural destiny. As the land lays sod-
den, one cannot help but respect the sheer,
uncontrollable power of Nature's wet and
willful might.



Rangers hard at work atL.N.P.S. Headquarters, Winnipeg.

LESBIAN NATIONAL
PARKS AND SERVICES

Lesbian National Parks and Services was founded in
1997 to increase awareness and sensitivity to our
complex, varied, and sometimes fragile lesbian
ecosystem. With the formation ofL.N.P .S. arose the
need for a visible presence, an official force entrust-
ed with the tasks of education, resource manage-
ment, and recruitment. Hence the Lesbian Ranger
Corps was born. These concerned professionals
identify regions in which lesbianism, through no
fault of its own, has not taken root or multiplied.
Despite challenges and obstacles, the Rangers
demonstrate daily their commitment to the cre-
ation of a positive environment in which lesbians of
all genus and species can flourish.

For more information e-mail
Lesbian National Parks and Services at:

finger@escape.ca


